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How can we design, produce and deliver products that help remove structural obstacles to people’s health,
influence, competence, impartiality and meaning-making?
Moreover, how can the product innovation process contribute to society’s transition towards social sustainability?

CURRENT CHALLENGES

• Social sustainability and social innovation are weakly
defined contructs
• Little research focusing on social sustainability in
connection with product design and innovation
• Existing support focusing mainly on assessment

AIM OF RESEARCH

• Advance a better understanding of how social
sustainability aspects could be integrated in product
innovation process
• Explore how a strategic perspective could be
included to provide better ion-making and
innovation for social sustainability

EXPECTED RESULTS

• Provide an understanding of how companies today
include social sustainability aspects in the product
innovation process
• Test the possibility of integrating social sustainability in
existing methods and tools for sustainable product
innovation
• Develop support for companies to integrate social
sustainability aspects in the product innovation process
in a strategic way
• Improve the theoretical understanding of socially
sustainable product innovation
INDUSTRY PARTNERS: GKN Aerospace, Volvo Construction
Equipment, Avalon Innovation
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Potential sustainability value – How the strategy delivers sustainability value by contributing to
better alignment (green fill) or misalignment (red fill) with the 8 sustainability principles across the lifecycle.
Notes with a blue background are points of interest.
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PSS design for sustainability (d) is to design a system, a
combination of products and services, to provide a function
that addresses user needs in a more sustainable way1.
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Offers opportunity for differentiation from competitors, better addressing user needs,
improved relationship with user, and better optimisation of costs across the system2.
These solutions often involve doing business in a different way, an internal
transformation process and therefore require a basic 'stretch' and learning capability3.
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Concept comparison and selection

Design for the base of the pyramid (g) is to design to alleviate
poverty whilst building new business opportunities ‐ to design
for (and with) the over 4 billion people whose income is less
than 2 US$ per day. To design product‐service systems where
the target group are also producers in the system and that
address relevant challenges, such as inadequate infrastructure
and poor access to financial services.4
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Design for sustainable supply chains is to design to promote
sustainable supply chains by collaboratively including the
supply chain management function in order to promote
sustainable supply chains.
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Purpose is not profit driven, but rather improvement of corporate image amongst the
mature customer base5, increased employee motivation, better access to recruiting
markets, and learning about new rising markets6. The potential purchasing power of
the base of the pyramid is 5 trillion US$7. Profitability depends on large volume, higher
labour‐share, low margin per unit, and high return on capital employed8.
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Guards against material disruption9 and decreases risk10. Development of inter‐
organisational capabilities that are particularly hard to imitate and thus can be a source
of inter‐firm competitive advantage11 12 and also facilitate learning13. Increased trust in
the supplier‐buyer relationship increases the quality of information14 and decreases
transaction costs15. Relevant to those that govern the supply chain, have direct contact
with the user, and design the product offered16, those held responsible for supply
chains by external stakeholders such as consumers, NGOs and the media17. Particularly
relevant to those at risk to disruption of supply (of key materials).
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Criteria for socially sustainable design
Design for social innovation is the design of solutions
(products, services, models) to solve social problems18 and
enhance society’s capacity to act19. In the USA it is often
related to projects in developing countries, whereas in Europe
it means co‐designing with public servants or communities to
develop solutions for local needs20.

Design for remanufacture is to design such as to facilitate
returning a used product to a like‐new useful condition (often
with an associated warranty)21.

Design for social innovation is a collaborative endeavour and requires relationship
building with a variety of stakeholders connected to the social issue in focus. Therefore,
it can help businesses build social capital and strengthen their brand.
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Design for sustainable behaviour is to design to influence
user behaviour, including habits, to be more sustainable24 25.

RESEARCH FUNDING: BTH, FUTURA Foundation and The
Knowledge Foundation

Potential business value
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Re‐using parts gives material and manufacturing cost savings22 and a steady supply of
cheap spare parts23. Actively designing for remanufacture can lead to increased
efficiency and therefore increased savings21. High potential for products with high value
and durable parts, technological stability and potential to be upgraded21. Address
increasing environmental legislation on end‐of‐life21. Particularly relevant product‐
service systems where the original manufacturer retains ownership of the physical
good(s)21.
Customer feels helped and understood, which can improve brand image. Particularly
relevant for products with large sustainability impacts during usage, for example,
mobile phones and jeans. The value is not realized if consumers feel overly forced into
different behaviour24.
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